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Abstract 
A dual-wavelength filter was experimentally demonstrated using subwavelength grating 
(SWG)/waveguide structure. We designed the structural parameters of the SWG and the waveguide to 
find the reflection peaks in the visible wavelength region. To investigate the optical response of the 
designed SWG/waveguide structure, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical calculations 
were performed for electromagnetic field distribution. The dual reflection peaks from our proposed 
structure were predicted in visible wavelength regions by the FDTD calculation. The calculated 
electromagnetic field distribution also revealed that the reflection peaks were associated with 
resonances in the SWG and waveguides. We fabricated the SWG/waveguide with typical electron-
beam lithography techniques, and two reflection peaks were observed at wavelengths of 486 nm and 
590 nm with bandwidths of 45 nm and 58 nm, respectively. These experimental results indicate that 
dual-wavelength filters can be successfully realized without complex fabrication processes. 
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Recently, dual-wavelength filters have become one of the most important devices in many 
applications, such as high quality color filtering [1], imaging [2], and sensing [3]. For example, the 
temporal stability of a signal in the refractive index sensor has been improved using different optical 
fiber outputs between the two wavelengths because the background noise and intensity fluctuations of 
the light sources are cancelled out [4]. 
The most common dual-wavelength filter is based on the dye-polymer. Although the 
polymer-based filters have low cost, their operating wavelength region, the resistance for heat, and the 
bandwidth are influenced by the material characteristics of the polymers. This restricts the application 
fields of the wavelength filter. Tunable dual-wavelength filters operating in a visible region have been 
realized by the use of plasmonic metal nano-structure [5, 6]. The plasmonic wavelength filter transmits 
or reflects a certain two wavelengths and its operating wavelengths can be arbitrarily and easily 
controlled by adjusting the structural parameters. In spite of such wavelength tunability, the bandwidth 
of the transmitted or reflected light through the plasmonic structure is relatively broad, typically 100 
nm, owing to the large light absorption in the metal. 
Other groups theoretically proposed very narrow band dual-wavelength filters in infrared 
regions using guided mode in the asymmetric dielectric waveguides [7, 8]. Although the guided-mode-
based filter achieved very narrow bandwidth, the cumbersome fabrication processes are still required, 
such as nano-grating pattering on the both sides of the thin dielectric film. 
In this work, we experimentally and successfully achieved the dual-wavelength filter with 
subwavelength grating (SWG) and waveguide structure fabricated by a typical lithography process. 
Our filter is designed for the visible applications, such as refractive index sensing by using visible 
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fluorescent of proteins [9]. The broader bandwidth of the filter than that of fluorescent spectra 
deteriorates the spatial resolution of the fluorescent imaging. Also, too narrower filter bandwidth 
decreases the signal intensity of the fluorescence. Thus, we try to demonstrate the wavelength filter 
with similar bandwidth to that of typical fluorescent spectra of proteins (about 20-50nm) [10]. The 
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculation was employed to investigate the optical response 
of our designed SWG/waveguide structure. The SWG/waveguide structure was also fabricated using 
the traditional monolithic lithography process and the two reflection peaks were experimentally 
obtained from the fabricated sample.  
 
2. Design and fabrication of the dual-wavelength filter with SWG/waveguide 
Here, we describe the design of the structural geometry of the SWG and waveguide for dual-
wavelength filters operating in the visible region. The schematic of our filter is represented in Fig. 1.  
The filter has two structural parts, one is the waveguide, and the other is the SWG. The 
waveguide structure is composed of the cladding, core, and substrate layers. The core layer, which has 
a high refractive index, is sandwiched between the low refractive index cladding layer and the substrate 
layer. The high refractive index SWG, whose period is shorter than the incident wavelength in free 
space, is on top of the waveguide. The grating period, grating stripe width, grating height, cladding 
layer thickness, and core layer thickness are represented by the symbols , w, h, t1, and t2, respectively. 
The incident light normally enters the structure surface and propagates from the upper side of the SWG 
to the substrate region. The electric field of the incident light is shown as a red arrow in Fig. 1 and is 
perpendicular to the grating grooves. 
For SWG, only the 0th order diffractions (namely transmission and reflection) occur, and 
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the higher diffraction orders are evanescent waves due to the shorter SWG period compared to the 
incident wavelength [11]. Inside the SWG, Bloch eigenmode sets are defined as the solutions of 
Maxwell’s equations in periodic refractive index distribution [12]. The high refractive index contrast 
between the SWG and the ambient areas induces higher order eigenmodes in addition to the 
fundamental mode [13, 14]. These eigenmodes couple with the incident light when their wavenumbers 
coincide. Then, several excited eigenmodes travel in the SWG region and interfere with each other at 
the top and the bottom of the SWG [14, 15]. If destructive interference is formed at the bottom of the 
SWG, it will cancel the average fields between the air gap and grating bar, causing total internal 
reflection of the incident light. As a result, the resonance reflection peak is obtained [16-20]. 
In the waveguide structure, the guided modes, which are partially confined by the core layer, 
are excited by the evanescent higher order diffractions when the continuity of the wavenumber 
between these waves is satisfied [21]. The excited guided mode propagates along the core layer with 
total internal reflections at the SWG–core and core–substrate interfaces. At the SWG–core, internal 
reflections that are a part of the guided mode, are reradiated into the incident region by the SWG. If 
the reradiated waves from the waveguide constructively interfere with the 0th order reflected 
diffraction, the reflection peak appears in the reflection spectra of our structure [22-27]. Moreover, the 
core layer is separated from the ambient environment (herein, air) by cladding layer whereas the SWG 
is not. Thus, the ambient environment has different effects on the propagation characteristics of the 
SWG and waveguide modes. This is of great use in many applications of dual-wavelength filters, for 
example, refractive index sensing by dual wavelengths [4]. 
We designed the SWG/waveguide structures as dual-wavelength filters operating in the 
visible region using the wavenumber dispersion relationship of the eigenmode in the SWG and guided 
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mode in the waveguide [14, 21, 27]. Si3N4 was used for the SWG and the waveguide core material 
because it has a high refractive index value (about 2 in the visible region) and very low light absorption 
in the visible region [28]. SiO2 and glass are used for the cladding and substrate of the waveguide 
owing to their low refractive index values and transparency [29]. To obtain dual reflection peaks in 
the visible wavelength region, the following structural parameters were chosen:  = 330 nm, w = 280 
nm, h = 210 nm, t1 = 40 nm, and t2 = 210 nm.  
The electromagnetic field distribution around the SWG/waveguide structure was calculated by a 2-
dimensional FDTD method for investigation of the optical response of the structure. In the FDTD field 
calculation, the calculation region is divided into multiple spatial cells, and Maxwell’s equations are 
directly solved in each cell. The model in the calculations is shown in Fig. 2. The calculation area was 
surrounded by dashed lines. The dashed lines represent the boundary conditions in this calculation. 
We employed periodic boundary condition (PBC) for x-directions and the electromagnetic field 
distribution in the calculation area infinitely repeats along the x-direction. We also assumed that the 
y-direction lengths of each structure components were infinite. These assumptions are justified, since 
the actual structure for y-direction is much larger than the incident wavelength. We employed a perfect 
matched layer (PML) as the z-direction boundary conditions to absorb the fields of the light outside 
the calculation area. The spatial cell size and the calculation interval time are 2 × 2 nm2 and 4.7 × 10-
18 s, respectively, and these values are enough to guarantee the convergence of the calculation. The p-
polarized light, whose electric field oscillates for the x-direction, normally entered our designed 
SWG/waveguide structure. The reflected light intensity from the structure was calculated by Poynting 
vector through the observation monitor. The calculated reflection spectra are shown in Fig. 3 as a 
function of the incident wavelength. The reflection intensity was normalized by that of the incident 
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wave. In Fig. 3, the dual reflection peaks are observed at visible wavelengths of 505 nm and 555 nm. 
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of these peaks are 50 nm and 20 nm, respectively. We also 
represent the electric field distribution inside the structure in order to interpret the origin of the 
reflection peaks.  
The electric field distributions at each reflection peak are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 (a) and 
(b) show the x- and z-components of the electric field distribution at 505 nm. The field amplitudes 
were normalized by that of the incident field. The x-component electric fields in grating stripes and 
air gaps are in phase at the bottom of the SWG as shown in Fig. 4 (a), and the transmitted field is not 
cancelled. This distribution indicates that the destructive interference between the eigenmodes in the 
SWG does not occur. We also show z-components of the electric field distribution in Fig. 4 (b) to 
understand the physics of the reflection peak at 505 nm. We cannot generally observe the z-component 
of the field for the light propagating along z-direction because the light is a transverse wave, in which 
the electric and magnetic field are usually perpendicular to the propagation direction. However, the z-
component electric field is observed at the SWG and core–substrate interfaces. The field distribution 
means that the evanescent diffraction of higher orders from the SWG couple with the guided mode 
propagating along the x-direction and the guided mode reflects at the core–substrate interface. These 
results indicate that the reflection peak at 505 nm results from the waveguide mode. We also show the 
x-component of the electric field distribution at 555 nm in Fig. 4 (c). The electric field distribution 
around the SWG is significantly distorted and the field amplitudes in grating bars and air gaps are 
opposite at the bottom of the SWG. As a result, the transmitted intensity is weakened and the incident 
light is almost reflected. This reveals that the destructive interference between eigenmodes inside 
SWG was formed [14] and the reflection peak at 555 nm is associated with the eigenmode interference 
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in SWG. The calculation results show that our designed structure can operate as a dual-wavelength 
filter.   
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3. Experimental results and discussion 
Based on the theoretical consideration in the previous section, we fabricated the SWG and 
waveguide structure by using traditional electron beam lithography techniques. The fabrication 
process is as follows: we deposited 210 nm Si3N4 film onto the glass substrate. A SiO2 film with the 
thickness of 40 nm was evaporated on the Si3N4 film. The Si3N4 film with a thickness of 210 nm was 
also deposited on the SiO2 film. A thin film of EB resist (ZEP-520A: Zeon) was spin coated on the 
sample surface at 3000 rpm for 90 s. The thickness of the EB resist film was about 120 nm. We formed 
and developed the designed SWG pattern into the EB resistant film by using an EB lithography 
technique. A Ni metal mask with 50 nm thickness was evaporated onto the patterned resist film. The 
grating pattern was fabricated by inductive coupled plasma (ICP) etching. Finally, the metal mask was 
removed using diluted nitric acid. A scanning electron microscope image (SEM) of the surface of the 
fabricated SWG/waveguide is represented in Fig. 5. The SWG period and stripe width are 330 nm and 
280 nm, respectively, and the SWG area is 300 × 300 m2. 
The reflection spectra of the fabricated sample were measured with the normal incident 
system. The light from a halogen source was p-polarized by a polarizer. The p-polarized light was 
focused and was normally entered to the sample surface using an objective lens (× 20 NA: 0.46). The 
reflected light intensity was measured by a spectrometer (Ocean Optics: USB 2000). The reflection 
spectra of the fabricated sample is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the incident wavelength. The 
reflected intensity was normalized by that of the light source. The inset in Fig. 6 is the optical image 
of the sample. As shown in Fig. 6, the dual reflection peaks are experimentally observed at the visible 
wavelength of 486 nm (guided mode peak) and 590 nm (SWG peak), respectively. The experimental 
optical response of the fabricated sample shows good agreement with the theoretically predicted 
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sample. The FWHM of each peaks are 45 nm and 58 nm, respectively. The bandwidths of the 
experimental reflection peaks are narrower than those in metallic nano-structure-based wavelength 
filters [5, 6]. However, the experimental peak intensity at 590 nm is lower than that at 486 nm, and the 
bandwidth is about 3 times larger than calculated. The lower peak intensity and broader bandwidth at 
590 nm can be attributed to the imperfect rectangle shape of the fabricated grating. The shape of SWG 
in the FDTD calculation is ideal while the fabricated SWG shape is not, owing to the ICP etching 
process (see Fig. 5). The imperfectness of the SWG shape induced the deviation of the eigenmode 
phase from that in the ideal rectangle SWG [30] and the deviation strongly influences the interference 
between the eigenmodes at the SWG bottom. Thus, the intensity and bandwidth of the experimental 
reflection peak resulting from the eigenmodes in SWG is different from what was theoretically 
calculated.  
These experimental results indicate that we successfully demonstrated a dual-wavelength 
filter operating in a visible region. Moreover, we are able to monolithically fabricate the 
SWG/waveguide structure with a traditional lithography process and the ease of the fabrication is 





In conclusion, we attempted to produce a dual-wavelength filter via a typical lithography 
technique utilizing the SWG/waveguide structure. The wavenumber dispersion relation of the 
eigenmode in the SWG and waveguide is utilized for the design of the filter operating in the visible 
wavelength region. The FDTD calculated electromagnetic field distribution shows that dual sharp 
reflection peaks are expected in the designed structure and reveal the operation mechanism of our filter. 
We fabricated the SWG and waveguide structure on a glass substrate using a simple monolithic EB 
lithography process. The experimental reflection peaks are obtained at 486 nm and 590 nm with 
FWHMs of 45 nm and 58 nm, respectively; we thus experimentally and successfully demonstrated a 
dual-wavelength filter with a simple monolithic fabrication process. Our filter is suitable for 
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Fig. 1 Configuration of the dual-wavelength filter with SWG/waveguide. The waveguide is 
composed of substrate, core, and cladding layers. The SWG is placed on top of the waveguide. The 
grating period, grating stripe width, grating height, cladding layer thickness, and core layer thickness 






Fig. 2 Cross-sectional view of the FDTD calculation model. The dashed lines represent the boundary 
conditions. The p-polarized light, whose electric field oscillates in the x-direction, is propagated 






Fig. 3 Reflection spectrum of the SWG/waveguide structure by FDTD numerical calculation. The 
reflected light intensity was evaluated by the Poynting vector and was normalized by that of the 





Fig. 4 Electric field distribution of SWG/waveguide at each reflection peak: (a) and (b) show the x- 
and z-components of the electric field distributions at 505 nm, and (c) shows the x-component of the 
electric field distribution at 555 nm. The field amplitudes of the distributions were normalized by 






Fig. 5 SEM top view of the fabricated SWG/waveguide. The yellow line indicates a 1-m scale bar. 






Fig. 6 Reflection spectrum of the fabricated sample as a function of the incident wavelength. The 
reflected intensity was normalized with that of the light source. The inset in Fig. 6 is the optical 
image of the sample. The dual reflection peaks are experimentally observed at the visible 
wavelengths of 486 nm and 590 nm. 
 
